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Abstract 
Weakly associative lattice rings (woJ-rings) are non-transitive general-
izations of lattice ordered rings (/-rings) in which the identities of associa-
tivity of the lattice operations join and meet are replaced by the identities 
of weak associativity The spectral topologies on the sets of straightening 
ideals of weakly associative lattice rings are introduced and studied. 
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A weakly associative lattice (wa-lattice) is an algebra A = (A, V, A) with two 
binary operations satisfying the identities 
(I) a V a = a; a Лa = a. 
(C) a\Jb = bУ a; a Лb = b Лa. 
(Abs) a V (a Лb) = a; a Л (a V b) = a. 
(WA) ((aЛc)У (bЛc))V c = c; ((aV c) Л(òV c)) Лc 
This notion has been introduced by E. Fried in [2] and by H. L. Skala in 
[11] and [12] as a non-associative generalization of a lattice. The identities of 
associativity of the operations V and A are replaced by weaker conditions of 
weak associativity (WA). Nevertheless, similarly as for lattices, the properties 
of V and A make possible to define also for tva-lattices a binary relation < on 
A as follows: 
Va, b £ A; a <b <=>df aAb = a. 
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The relation < is reflexive and antisymmetric (i.e. < is a so-called semiorder 
on A) and for each x,y e A there exist sup{x,y} = xW y and inf{x,y} = x A y 
in A. Therefore we can equivalently view any ^va-lattice as a special kind of a 
semiordered set. 
A special case of a iva-lattice is a tournament (totally semiordered set). It 
is a semiordered set (T, <) satisfying 
Va,beT; a < b or b < a. 
If (G, +) is a group and ((7, V,A) = (G, <) is a wa-lattice then the sys-
tem G = (G, +, <) is called a weakly associative lattice group (wal-group) if G 
satisfies the following mutually equivalent conditions: 
(M+) Va, b, c, d € G; a < b = > c + a + d < c + b + d; 
(Dv) Va, b, c, d G G; c + (a V b) + d = (c + a + d) V (c + b + d); 
(DA) Va, b, c, d G G; c + (a A b) + d = (c + a + d) A (c + b + d). 
If for a wal-group G the wa-lattice (G, <) is a tournament, then G is called 
a totally semiordered group (to-group). 
For basic properties of wal-groups and lO-groups see [5]. 
If (It, +, •) is an associative ring and (It, V, A) = (It, <) is a ^va-lattice then 
the system It = (It, + , - , < ) is called a weakly associative lattice ring (wal-ring) 
if R satisfies the following conditions 
(M+) Va, b, c G It; a<b=>a + c<b + c; 
(M.) Va, b, c G It; 0 < c and a < b ==> ac < be and ca < cb. 
If for a ^val-ring It the ^va-lattice (I?, <) is a tournament, then It is called a 
totally semiordered ring (to-ring). 
(For basic properties of wal-rings see [10].) In contrast to lattice ordered 
rings (l-rings) and linearly ordered rings (O-rings) (see [1]), there are non-trivial 
finite wal-vmgs and tO-rings. 
If It is a wal-ring then It+ = {x G It; 0 < x} is called the positive cone of 
It and its elements are positive. 
Example 9 Let us consider the ring Z3 = {0,1, 2} with the addition and mul-
tiplication mod3. We denote I? = (IJ, +, •) = (Z3, +, •), Z^ = It
+ = {0,1}. It is 
clear that Z3" is the positive cone of a total semiorder of the ring Z3. 
The class lZwai of all wal-vmgs is a variety of algebras of type (+,0,—(•),-, V, A) 
of signature (2, 0 ,1, 2, 2, 2). Some properties of the variety 7Zwai have been in-
vestigated in [10] and [9]. 
Subalgebras of wal-rings are called wal-subrings. That means if It is a wal-
-ring and 0 7= A C It, then A is a ^val-subring of It if A is both a subring and a 
wa-sublattice of R. 
Let It be a wal-ring and I its ring ideal which is its convex wa-sublattice 
simultaneously. Then I is called a wal-ideal of It if it satisfies the following 
mutually equivalent conditions: 
(Ia) Va, b G I, x, y G It; (x < a, y < b = > 3c G I; xV y < c); 
(Ib) Va, 6, c G I, x,y e R; x < a, 2/ < 6 ==> ( x V y ) V c e I. 
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By [10], the wal-ideals of wal-rings coincide with the kernels of homomor-
phisms of wal-rings. The wal-ideals of any wal-iing R (ordered by set inclu-
sion) form a complete lattice X(R) which is, by [10, Theorem 2.1.5], distributive. 
Moreover, by [10, Proposition 2.1.1], X(R) is a complete sublattice of the lattice 
C(R) of wal-ideals (i.e. normal convex ^val-subgroups satisfying the conditions 
(Ia) and (lb)) of the additive w/al-group (/?,+). If I1 G X(R), 7 6 V, then 
inf(/7;7er)= / \ / 7 = f|/7, 
7^r 7GT 
sup(I7;7Gr)= V
J7 = E J 7-
7 G r 7 e r 
If I is a wal-ideal of It, we can define a semiorder on the factor ring It/I by 
x + I < y + I <=>df 3a G I] x + a < y. 
Then It/I with this relation is a wal-ring. 
A wal-ideal I of It is said to be straightening if it satisfies the following 
mutually equivalent conditions (see [10]): 
(1) x, y G it, 0 < x A y G I ====> x G I or y G I; 
(2) x,y e R, x Ay = 0 => x G I or y G / ; 
(3) It/I is a lO-ring. 
A wal-ideal J of It is called an irreducible ideal of R if it is a finitely meet-
irreducible element in the lattice X(R) of wal-ideals of It, i.e. if it satisfies 
(4) VAL, B G I{R)\ ADB = 1 ==> A = 7 or -B = J. 
By [10, Theorem 2.2.1], the condition (4) is equivalent to the following con-
dition 
(5) VA, B G X(R); AnBCI = > A C / o r B C J , 
By the same theorem, every straightening wal-ideal J of It satisfies the con-
dition 
(6) {A G -X(-R); I C i } is a linearly ordered set. 
It is obvious that every I G X(R) which satisfies (6) is an irreducible ideal 
of It. 
In contrast to l-rings where all conditions (l)-(6) are equivalent, there are 
irreducible ideals of wal-rings which are not straightening (see below). 
A wal-ideal I of a wal-ring R is called semimaximal if there exists an element 
a G R such that J is a maximal wal-ideal of It with respect to the property "not 
containing a". 
A wal-ideal I G X(R) is semimaximal if and only if it is infinitely irreducible, 
i.e. if I = f]7er ^7' (^7 ^ ^ ( ^ ) ) implies the existence of a 70 G T such that 
I = I70. (See [10, Proposition 2.2.3]). 
It is obvious that every semimaximal wal-ideal is irreducible. 
In this paper, spectra of wal-rings, i.e. topological spaces of sets of their 
straightening wal-ideals, are studied. Spectra of abelian wal-groups have been 
searched in [8]. (Let us recall that each commutative wal-group can be studied 
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as a ujal-ring; it is sufficient to define multiplication on R by ab = 0 for any 
a, b e R.) Spectra of/-rings have been investigated in [1]. (An /-ring is an l-ring 
isomorphic to a subdirect product of linearly ordered rings.) 
Let R be a ufal-ring. Let us denote by Spec(It) the set of proper straightening 
ival-ideals of R. Let be M C R. We define 
S(M) = {Pe Spec(It); M % P } , 
H(M) = {P e Spec(It); M C P } . 
If M = {a} we will denote 5(a) = 5({a}) and H(a) = H({a}). 
Let I(M) be the wal-ideal of R generated by M for any M C R. It is 
obvious that M C P if and only if 7(M) C P where P E Spec(Ie). Therefore 
S(M) = S(I(M)) and H(M) = H(I(M)) and we will consider only 5(I) and 
H(I) for I G X(R) and 5(a) and H(a) for a e R. 
Lemma 10 Let R be a wal-ring. Then 
(1) 5(0) == 0, S(R) = Spec(P); 
(2) VI, J G I(jR); 5 ( I n J) = 5(I) n 5 (J ) ; 
W V/7 G 1(R); 5(V 7 € r A) = U7€r S(I7); 
(4) Va, 6 G i i + ; % V 6 ) = 5(a) U 5(b); 
(ty \/a,beR+; S(aAb) = S(a)nS(b). 
Proof (1) Obvious. 
(2) Let I, J G X(It), P G Spec(It). Since P satisfies the condition (5), we 
have I n J g P if and only if I 2 -P and J g P , hence S(I D J) = S(I) n 5(J ) . 
(3) Let I7 G Z(P) , 7 G T, and P G Spec(P). Let V 7 € r
 77 2 -°- T h e n 
there exists 70 G T such that I7o g P . The converse implication holds too, so 
•S(V7€rA) = U7€r5(/7). 
(4) Let a, b G P+ , P G Spec(P). If P G 5(a) U 5(b) then a ^ P or b £ P . If 
aW b e P then 0 < a , b<aVb and from the convexity of P we get that a G P 
and b G P , a contradiction. Therefore 5(a) U 5(b) C 5(a V b). 
Conversely, let Q G S(aVb). Then aVb (£ Q. If a, b G Q, then a V & G Q , 
a contradiction. Hence a £_ Q or b $. <2, i.e. Q G 5(a) U 5(b), hence 5(a V b) C 
5(a) U 5(b). 
(5) Let a,beR+, P G Spec(It). If P G S(a) n 5(b) then a ^ P and b ^ P . 
But P is a straightening ival-ideal, hence, i f O < a A b G P then by [10], a G P 
or b G P , a contradiction. Therefore S(a A b) C 5(a) n 5(b). 
Conversely, let Q G 5(a A b), i.e. a A b fi Q. If a e Q then, because 
0 < a A b , a A b < a , the convexity of Q implies aAb G Q, a contradiction. Hence 
a <£ Q. Similarly we can prove that b <£ Q. Therefore S(a A b) C S(a) n 5(b). 
D 
Now the following theorem is an immediate consequence. 
Theorem 11 If R is a wal-ring and Spec(it) is the set of all proper straight-
ening wal-ideals of R, then the sets S(I), where I is an arbitrary wal-ideal in 
R, form a topology O/Spec(It). 
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Definition The topology of Spec(.rt) with the open sets S(I), where I G X(i?), 
is called the spectral topology of wa/-ring R. The corresponding topological space 
is called the spectrum of R. 
Let us recall that for /-rings, straightening and irreducible ideals coincide. 
Now we will show that for wal-rings this is not true in general, but that there 
are wal-rings not being l-rings for which every irreducible ideal is straightening. 
Example 12 a) (See also [10].) Let R be the direct product Z x Z, where 
Z = (Z, -f-, •) is semiordered with the positive cone Z + = {0,1, 2,4, 6 , . . . } . As 
a direct product of wal-rings, It is a wal-ring. Denote I = {(x,0); x G Z}. Let 
us show that I is a wal-ideal of It. By the definition of operations in the direct 
product It, it is easily seen that I is a ring ideal and a wa-sublattice. We check 
that it is a convex ideal. Let a = (ai ,0) , b = (bi,0) G I, x = (#i ,£2) G R and 
hold a < x, x < b. Then ai < #i , 0 < x2 and X\ < bi, x2 < 0. Z is a convex set 
and from the above it follows x2 = 0. Therefore x G I. 
It remains to verify that the condition (lb) is satisfied. Let a = (ai ,0) , 
b = (bi,0), c = (ci,0) G I and .r = (xi,a;2), y = (yi, 2/2) G It, and let hold # < a, 
y < b. Then xi < ai , x2 < 0 and y\ < b, y2 < 0. There exists di G Z such that 
(xiVyi)Vci = di . Hence (xVj/) Vc = ((xx Vyi) Vci, (z2VLy2)V0) = (d l f0) G I. 
It follows that I is a wal-ideal of It. 
I is not a straightening wal-ideal because, for example, (1,4) A (4,1) = (0, 0) 
but neither (1,4) nor (4,1) belongs to I. 
Let A G 1(R), let I be a proper wal-ideal of A and let (ai, a2) G A\I. Then 
a2 7-- 0 and (0,a2) = (a i ,a 2 ) — (ai,0) G A. Since the convex wal-ideal of Z 
generated by a2 is equal to Z, we get (^i ,x2) = (sci,0) -f (0,x2) G A for any 
element (xi,a;2) G it, hence A = It. 
b) Let 1? = Z9 , where Z9 = {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8} with the addition and 
multiplication mod9 and with Zg~ = {0,1, 3,4, 7}. The ring It = Z9 is a £O-ring 
hence every its wal-ideal is straightening. The ring It has a unique non-trivial 
ring ideal [3] (the principal ideal generated by 3), This ideal is the kernel of 
the wal-homomorphism / : Z9 —> Z3 such that / : 0,3,6 i—> 0; 1,4,7 i—> 1; 
2,5,8 i—> 2. Therefore [3] is a wal-ideal of R. It is a unique non-trivial wal-
ideal of R and so it is irreducible. Therefore It is a wal-ring (not being l-ring) 
in which irreducible and straightening wal-ideals coincide. 
Theorem 13 If R is a wal-ring in which every its irreducible wal-ideal is straight-
ening, then the mapping S : I i—> S(I) is an isomorphism of the lattice T(R) 
onto the lattice of all open sets in Spec(It). 
Proof Let It be a wal-ring. By Lemma 10, S is a surjective lattice homo-
morphism. Further by [10, Corollary 2.2.6], every wal-ideal is an intersection of 
semimaximal wal-ideals. As every semimaximal wal-ideal is irreducible, it holds 
I = p j { p ; P G H(I)}, for any I G X(R). 
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That is why, if J, J € X(R) and S(I) = S(J), then 
/ = f){P; P e tf(/)} = f | { 3 ; Q e II(-I)} = J- n 
Let It be any wal-ring and a G It. Then by the absolute value of a it will be 
meant the element \a\ = (a V 0) V (—a V 0). It holds: 
Proposit ion 14 If R is a wal-ring and a G It l/zen I(a) = I(|a|). 
Proof Let I G X(It) and |a| G I. Then 0 < a V 0, a V 0 < |a|, hence from 
the convexity of I we have a V 0 G I. In the same way, — a V 0 G I. By [5, 
Proposition 1.5], a = (a V 0) — (—a V 0), hence a £ I. 
Conversely, let a G I G 1(R). Then |a| = (a V 0) V ( - a V 0) G I too. • 
Remark 15 There exist ujal-rings such that their positive cones are their wa-
sublattices but also others which fail this property. 
a) It is obvious that for every tO-ring (and also for every representable wal-
ling) It, its positive cone R+ is a uja-sublattice of It. 
b) Let us consider R = (Z,+,-) with R+ = {0 ,1 ,2 ,4 , . . . , 2 n , . . . } . Then 
1,4 G R+ but 1 V4 = 5 $ R+. 
Corollary 16 If R+ is a wa-sublattice of R then every principal wal-ideal in 
R is generated by a positive element. 
Theorem 17 If R is a wal-ring such that R+ is a wa-sublattice of R, then the 
sets S(a), where a G It. form a basis of open sets of the spectrum of the wal-ring 
It which is stable under finite unions and intersections. 
Proo f By Lemma 10, we get 
S(I) = S(\/ I(a))=[jS(a) foranyIGX(It). 
a£l aGl 
Hence the sets S(a) form a basis in Spec(It). The second assertion is a conse-
quence of Lemma 10 and Proposition 14. • 
Theorem 18 a) If R is a wal-ring such that every its irreducible wal-ideal is 
straightening, then S(a) is compact in Spec(It) for every a G It. 
b) If, moreover, R+ is a wa-sublattice of It and B is an open compact set 
in Spec(It) then B = S(a) for some a G R. 
Proof a) Let It be a wal-ring, a G It, I7 G 1(R), 7 G T. Put 
S(a) C (JS(/7) = S( \ / I7) -
7^r 7^r 
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Then by Theorem 13, a G V 7 G r
 J7- BJ [10> Proposition 2.1.1], V 7 e r
 77 
-C7gr ^75 from this it follows that there exist 7 1 , . . . , 7fc € T such that 
аЄY,ľn = V J7i" 
ż = l i = l 
fc fe 
Therefore 
S(a)CS(\// 7 i ) = |JS(J7i). 
i = l i = l 
b) Let B be an open compact set. Then B = IJiLi ^( ai)5 where a; G P . If 
P + is a wa-sublattice of R we can suppose (by Corollary 16) that a; G H+, and 
so by Lemma 10, IJlLi Sfa-) = s ( ( - • • ( K v a 2) V a 3 ) V .. .) V o n ) . • 
Corollary 19 Fe£ R be a wal-ring for which every its irreducible wal-ideal is 
straightening and P + is wa-sublattice of R. Then Spec(It) is compact if and 
only if R contains an element a such that 1(a) (i.e. wal-ideal generated by the 
element a) is equal to R. 
Theorem 20 Let R be a wal-ring, P,Q G Spec(P) and P\\Q. Then P and Q 
have in Spec(P) disjoint neighborhoods. 
Proof Let us suppose P,Q £ Spec(P), P\\Q. Since every wal-ideal is generated 
by its positive cone, there exist 0 < a G P\Q and 0 < b G Q\P. We will denote 
u = a— (aAb), v — b— (aAb). By [5, Proposition 1.5], uf\v = 0. Assume u G Q. 
Since 0 < a A b, a A b < b, we get a A b G Q, and from this a = u + (a A b) G Q, a 
contradiction. That means u £ Q. Similarly we can prove that v ^ P. That is 
why P G 5(D) and Q G 5(u). As u A v = 0, we get 5(u) D 5(D) = S(u A v) = 0. 
D 
It is evident that the following theorem holds. 
Theorem 21 Let R be a wal-ring and x C Spec(P) a set of pairwise non-
comparable straightening wal-ideals of R. Then the spectral topology of x is 
a T2-topology. 
Proposition 22 If R is a wal-ring and if P is an irreducible wal-ideal of R, 
then there exists a minimal irreducible wal-ideal which is contained in P. 
Proof Let R be a wal-ring, {P a ; a G T} be a collection of irreducible wal-ideals 
of R. Let {P a ; ex G T} be linearly ordered by set inclusion and P = Haer ^a- If 
A, B G I(R) and A D B C P , then Va G T; _4 n P C PQ , hence Va G T; A C Pa 
or P C P a . Suppose the existence of /3 G T such that A. C P^, P g P^. 
Then K P 7 for every P 7 C Pp, thus ,4 C f l a e r - ^
 = -°- Therefore the set 
of all irreducible wal-ideals ordered by set inclusion is inductive, hence every 
irreducible wal-ideal contains a minimal irreducible wa/-ideal. • 
The following theorem is now immediate consequence of Theorem 21 and 
Proposition 22. 
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Theorem 23 Let R be a wal-ring such that every its irreducible wal-ideal is 
straightening. Then the set m(ft) Of all minimal straightening wal-ideals of It 
is non-empty and the spectral topology ofm(R) is a T2-topology. 
If x C Spec(ft), put 
Dx = p | { P ; P G x } . 
T h e o r e m 24 a) The closed sets in the spectrum of a wal-ring R are just all 
H(I), where I el(R). 
b) If x C Spec(ft). then its closure is x~ H(Vx). 
Let us recall that a wal-ring R is called representable if I? is isomorphic to 
a subdirect product of £O-rings. 
By [9, Theorem 2.5], the class IZIZwai of all representable wal-rings is a 
variety of wal-rings. It holds (see [9, Proposition 2.2]) that a wal-ring R is 
representable if and only if the intersection of all its straightening wal-ideals is 
equal to {0}. 
It follows from this: 
Theorem 25 If R is a representable wal-ring and x C Spec(ft) then x is dense 
if and only if 
f]{P; P€X} = {0}. 
Let R be a wal-ring and 0 7- a G it. Let us denote by V(a) the set of all 
semimaximal wal-ideals, maximal with respect to the property "not containing 
a". (For a - 0 the set V(a) = 0.) By [10, Proposition 2.2.5], V(a) / 0 for 
each a ^ 0, and by [10, Proposition 2.2.3], every C G V(a) is irreducible in R. 
Moreover, let us assume that every irreducible wal-ideal of .ft is straightening. 
Then V(a) C Spec(ft). Let P G S(a). Then by [10, Theorem 2.2.1], the set of all 
wal-ideals of ft containing P is linearly ordered, and by [10, Proposition 2.2.5], 
there exists a wal-ideal in V(a) that contains P. Hence there exists exactly one 
wal-ideal MP G V(a) such that P C MP. 
Let us denote by tpa : S(a) —> V(a) the mapping such that tpa : P 1—> MP. 
T h e o r e m 26 If ft is a wal-ring such that every its irreducible wal-ideal is 
straightening and a G ft. then the mapping ipa is continuous. 
Proof Let a G ft, P G S(a) and let U be a neighborhood of MP in V(a). We 
can suppose that U = S(b) DV(a) for some b G ft. If Q G V(a)\S(b) then there 
exist neighborhoods UQ of Q and VQ of MP such that UQHVQ = 0, which follows 
from Theorem 20. Let Q runs over V(a)\S(b). Then the corresponding UQ form 
a covering of S(a)\S(b). By Theorem 18, S(a) is compact in Spec(ft). Moreover, 
S(a)\S(b) is closed in 5(a) , hence S(a)\S(b) is also compact. Thus there exist 
n e N and Qu . . . , Qn G S(a)\S(b) such that S(a)\S(b) CUQlU...UUQn. Let 
us denote C - S(a)\(UQl U...U UQn). We get VQl 0 . . . fl VQn C C hence C 
is a neighborhood of MP which is closed in S(a)^ and C Pi V(a) C U. Therefore 
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C C ^ f l "
1 ( C n V ( a ) ) C ^ a
_ 1 ( ^ ) . Furthermore, C is a neighborhood of M P , 
thus it is also a neighborhood of P . • 
Theorem 27 Let R be a wal-ring such that every its irreducible wal-ideal is 
straightening. If a G R, then the set V(a) is a compact T2-space. 
Proof By Theorem 21, V(a) is a T2-space. Further, V(a) is by Theorem 26 
the image of the compact set S(a) in the continuous mapping ipa, hence V(a) is 
also compact. • 
Theorem 28 Let I be a wal-ideal of a wal-ring R. Then the mapping f : 
H(I) —> Spec(P/J) such that f(P) = P/I for every P G H(I) is a homeomor-
phism of the space H(I) onto the spectrum Spec(P/J) . 
Proof Let I? be a wal-ring, I G Z(R). Consider the mapping / : H(I) —> 
Spec(It/J) such that f(P) = P/I. By [10, Theorem 1.4.5], P/I G T(R/I) and 
( I t / I ) / (P/ I ) is isomorphic to R/P. Since P is a straightening wal-ideal of It, 
R/P is a totally semiordered wal-ring, it follows that (R/I)/(P/I) is also a 
totally semiordered wal-ring. It means that P/I is a straightening wal-ideal of 
R/I. Moreover, P/I ^ R/I therefore P/I G Spec(JR/J). 
Conversely, let Q G Spec(P/J) . We denote P = {x G It; x + I G Q}. Then 
P G T(R), P i=- It, I C P , Q = P / J . At the same time, wa-iattices R/P 
and (R/I)/Q are isomorphic, hence P / P is totally semiordered and it means 
that P G H(J). Then / is a bijective mapping H(I) onto Spec(P/J) preserving 
inclusions and in this way any set intersections too. 
Let x C H(I), Then / (x ) = {/(P); P D f](Q; Q G x} . The mapping / 
preserves intersections, hence 
f(P) 2 f(f](Q; Q € x)) -= fj(/(Q); Q e x). 
It follows that 
/(x) = {/(P); /(P) D f](/tQ); Q G x}. 
Moreover, 
P/(x) = f|(T; T e /(x)) = f)(/(Q); Q e P(/), f(Q) e /(x)), 
thus 
7(x) = {/(z) e Spec(P/J); P/(x) C /(z)}. 
Hence / (x ) = / ( x ) , therefore / is a homeomorphism of H(I) onto Spec(P/J) . 
D 
Theorem 29 Jet I be a wal-ideal of a wal-ring R. Then the mapping g : 
S(I) —> Spec(J) such that g(P) = PflJ for each P G S(I), is a homeomorphism 
of the space S(I) onto some subspace of the spectrum Spec(J). 
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Proof Let R be a tval-ring, I G Z(P), P G 5( I ) . By [10, Theorem 2.1.2], 
(P + I) G X(H), P G X(P + I) and I/PflI is isomorphic to (P + I)/P. Since P 
is a straightening ujal-ideal of P , it is a straightening ujal-ideal of (P + I), too, 
and hence (P + I)/P is a totally semiordered ujal-ring. It follows that I/PDI is 
also totally semiordered, hence P n I is a straightening ujal-ideal of I. Moreover, 
P n I 7- I thus P n I G Spec(I). 
Let P ,Q G 5(I) be such that g(P) = g(Q). That means P n I = Q n I, 
then P n I C Q, hence P C Q or I C Q. By the assumption, I g Q, from this 
P C Q. Similarly Q C P , thus g is an injection. 
We proceed to show that g is a homeomorphism. Suppose x C 5( I ) . Then 
g(x) = {g(Q); Q G x} . Let P G x n 5(I) . Then P D P x , hence P n I 2 
Dx n I = p|(Q n I; Q G x). It means that for the closure g(x) of the set g(x) in 
Spec(I) we have g(P) = P n I G g(x). 
Conversely, let P e S(I) be such that ^(P) G p(x). Then P n I D X>x n I, 
thus Dx n I C P . 
Since I <2 P , we have P x C P , and it means that P ex.. • 
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